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Topics
1. Intros | Questions: 

A little intro about you and your background. 

Q1. How would you define “invisible design”? Q2. Why did you join this salon?

2. Define invisible, hypertext, knowledge in the head vs knowledge in the world
3. The 99% Invisible Book 
4. Everything is Hypertext: share a street/object/sign and share a story
5. Exploring the Invisible Tools (maps, boards, fact-finding)
6. Storytelling & Questions



Invisible: incapable by nature of being seen; not perceptible by 
vision; inaccessible to view; hidden; of such small size or unobtrusive 
quality as to be hardly noticeable.



Hypertext is text that links to other information. By clicking 
on a link in a hypertext document, a user can quickly jump 
to different content.





Knowledge in the head & knowledge in the world





The 99% Invisible City







Trompe-l'œil (French for 'deceive the eye') is an art technique that uses realistic 
imagery to create the optical illusion that the depicted objects exist in three dimensions. 
Forced perspective is a comparable illusion in architecture.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_illusion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forced_perspective












Everything is Hypertext: share a street/object/sign and a story

Stolpersteine





Azulejo





The word “azulejo” comes from the Arabic word “al-zulaich” which means 
“polished stone”. 

The original idea of the ‘Azulejo’ was to imitate the Roman mosaics. Still, 
Persian influences can also be admired in many tiles. These can be easily 
identified by their interlocked curvilinear, geometric, or floral motifs. 

Back in the days, the Spanish city of ‘Seville’ became the major centre for the 
tile industry. The Spanish techniques were introduced into the Portuguese culture 
later on, by King Manuel I, after his visit to Seville in 1503.  T



After the great Lisbon earthquake, the city was left in ruins and was then 
“invaded” by tiles. In the reconstruction of the city,  instead of ordering original art 
works, tiles with repetitive geometric patterns were used,, so that the work was as 
fast and cheap as possible. These tiles became known as “Pombalinos”, with a 
clear reference to Marquês de Pombal, the person mainly responsible for the 
reconstruction of the city.



Exploring the Invisible:
Tools, maps, fact-finding







Questions | Stories

1. How can we observe more the invisible and visible design of our cities?

2. Tools for observation: mapping, note-taking app, fact-finding.

3. How can we improve the walkability of a city?

4. Share with a moment when something “invisible” became “visible”. 


